SKU:H100181

USER MANUAL

Nordic Marble Hall Dining Table

Thank you for shopping with Hernest, please read this user manual thoroughly for your full understanding, installing, and application of the product, and have this user manual well-reserved for
future need.

Maintenance
Avoid leaving the furniture in a moist, poor-ventilation place to prevent bulging and erosion; And also avoid
exposure to strong sunlight to prevent color fading and distortion.
Wooden components should not be exposed to straight sunlight or moisture in the prevention of mold, loosening,
or distortion. Wooden surfaces requires frequent dust cleaning, please use a dry soft cloth for the wiping.
Leather surfaces needs to be kept clean by using cotton cloth to the dust off the surface. you can extend the
product's longevity by applying leather cleaner once a month. Do not use water for rinsing if the product gets
stained, but wipe it with a dry cloth and leather cleaner instead.
The fabric materials should be cleaned with a neat cotton cloth. If stained by liquid, use a soft cotton cloth to drain
and remove the liquid, and the remaining part can be wiped out by detergents with a dry cloth.
Metal components can be kept bright and glossy by using gauze with anti-rust oil to wipe the product's ﬁnish;
Be cautious and avoid staining with any corrosive chemicals, like sulfer acid, vinegar or soda,If it happens,rinse it
with water and dry with cotton-cloth.
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Tools you will need

Self-tapping screw
Φ4*30=9PCS

Hillips screwdriver
1 PCS

Gaskets
9 PCS

Installation steps
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After-Sale Service
If you have any issues with the product, please feel free to contact us online or by phone for customer service.
Phone No.: (909) 430-1666
Service E-mail: service@hernest.com

For more detail information, please check out www.hernest.com
It will be our pleasure to have your visit.

www.hernest.com
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